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Passionate video gamers don't let their 

disabilities slow them down 
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Playing video games has been a huge part of Erin Hawley's life since she discovered Atari as a little 

girl. 



When the Keyport, New Jersey-based, 35-year-old digital content producer for the Easterseals 

charity gets off work, she gets right on her computer or Xbox and often keeps going until it's time for 

bed. 

Hawley is a fan of shooter titles such as "Overwatch" and "Half-Life," but she'll play adventure 

games, puzzles, or almost anything. She's also a regular on the Twitch live-streaming platform. 

Gaming is how Hawley relaxes, interacts with friends and takes her mind off things. 

It provides a social outlet for other purposes. Hawley has muscular dystrophy, anxiety and scoliosis, 

and she is an advocate for people who are disabled. 

She created a blog called The Geeky Gimp. Through her work with Easterseals, Hawley has helped 

foster communities of young women with disabilities, the communities are called Thrive, and in 

them Hawley facilitates discussions around gaming, technology and living life with a disability. 

"Putting myself out there like that is an act of self-love," Hawley said. She met her partner of nearly 

four years after the person recognized her in a Twitter chat about gaming. 

"Video gaming as a way to make connections can be useful, especially when people have no other way 

to connect," said psychologist Dr. Nancy Mramor. 

The challenges faced by gamers who are disabled often require that certain accessibility 

accommodations be made. 

Gadgets Help Gamers With Disabilities 

Hawley is among those who rely on the Xbox Adaptive Controller from Microsoft. Gamers are able to 

customize the controller to play in a way that is most comfortable to them. For example, the 

controller can be placed on the floor to allow gamers to use buttons with their feet, it can also be 

mounted onto wheelchairs or tables. 

Microsoft partnered with AbleGamers, the Cerebral Palsy Foundation, SpecialEffect, Warfighter 

Engaged and Craig Hospital in developing the controller. In April, Microsoft and the U.S. 



Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) announced a collaboration to provide the controller and other 

gaming equipment to 22 VA rehab centers across the country. 

Bryce Johnson spearheaded the creation of the controller at Microsoft. He said, "While we do want 

to make sure that we're empowering people with disabilities to play video games, we also need to 

recognize that we're not providing an unworthy competitive advantage to someone who might not 

have a disability." 

Game developers also must confront this balancing act. For example, the designers of the "Celeste" 

video game from developer Matt Makes Games added an Assist Mode accessibility option that lets 

someone play at their own pace and difficulty level. 

Other Helpful Gaming Features 

After receiving feedback, Chandana Ekanayake of Outerloop Games changed the shapes and 

intensity of colors inside his company's "Falcon Age" action adventure game to make it accessible for 

people who are colorblind. He also made sure the controller could be remapped to support certain 

features of the game to accommodate people with special needs. Large text in the game makes it 

more accessible for people who may be hard of hearing or deaf. 

"There's a spectrum of our fans, and we want to support them," Ekanayake said, but advocates say 

that overall, more needs to be done. 

The companies that are paying more attention to accessibility are driven by multiple factors. Some 

want to be more inclusive and do the right thing, but there are also business advantages. 

"I never told a game company a sad story," said Mark Barlet, who founded AbleGamers in 2004. He 

is a veteran who is disabled. Barlet told companies "that people with disabilities have a trillion 

dollars in expendable income," and that "there is money being left on the table" if you ignore them, 

he said. 

The message is getting across, as Barlet said, "Accessibility isn't a dirty word anymore, and it was at 

one point." 



For example, EA, or Electronic Arts, has created an accessibility area with the goal of making it easier 

for players to find accessibility features and resources across games. 

"Games That Everyone Can Enjoy" 

Karen Stevens, a software engineer who leads the accessibility efforts at EA Sports, said she thinks of 

"accessibility as the correction of a mismatch between a person and their environment. It's up to 

developers to create games that everyone can enjoy." 

Last fall, AbleGamers launched a model for developing accessible games called the Accessible Player 

Experience or APX. AbleGamers described it by saying, "Most players play because they want to have 

a wide variety of experiences. Players with disabilities are no different. To get players really playing 

your game, it is not enough to simply give players access to the controls of your games so that they 

can steer a car or shoot an arrow, but instead to give them the experience of being Formula 1 driver 

or an adventurer in a fantasy world." 

Even so, APX is not meant to provide a version of a game that waters down the experience, and 

gamers who are disabled typically want to play the same games everybody else plays. 

"People are relating to you in the context of the game; you are no longer disabled in that 

environment," said Dr. Pamela Rutledge, director of a research center in Newport Beach, California. 

"You have the ability to improve your self-confidence because you are skilled at something that 

others value." 

Video Games: "The Great Equalizer" 

Hawley, when playing against strangers, shares the fact that she is disabled. "I think it's important to 

not pretend that I'm not disabled because the more people see it, the more people can normalize 

disabilities." 

However, Barlet describes video games as "the great equalizer. You don't know if I'm disabled. You 

just know that I'm an ogre or whatever character or manifestation I am in the game. To me, games 

are about community, about connecting with a shared experience." 
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